
 

   
Abstract—A challenge in resource-constrained networks is 

to provide secure communication in an efficient manner . In 
this paper , we present a simple protocol for  secret 
maintenance between a pair  of network neighbors. We prove 
that Dolev Yao model based adversar ies cannot compromise 
the cur rent secret shared by the neighbors. Moreover , we 
show that if the cur rent secret between the pair  is somehow 
disclosed, previous secrets are not compromised nor  can 
future secrets be compromised. 
 

Index Terms—Computer  network secur ity, Network fault 
tolerance, Network reliability, Protocols. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

basic step in providing secure communication in a 
network despite the activity of intruders is to empower 

authentic network entities with secrets. In this paper we 
address the problem of maintaining secrets in resource-
constrained networks, e.g. sensor networks. 

Desired properties of secret maintenance in resource-
constrained networks are forward secrecy, backward 
secrecy, scalability, tolerance to loss of synchronization, 
and tolerance to state corruption of the entities. Forward 
secrecy means that compromise of the current session key1 
does not imply compromise of future session keys. 
Backward secrecy means that compromise of the current 
session key does not imply compromise of past session 
keys. The issue of scalability is of primary concern as 
network of small devices offer the opportunity to deploy a 
large number of low powered devices as opposed to a small 
number of high powered devices. Lack of manual 
configuration and the high frequency of faults motivate the 
need for tolerances.  
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1 Key and secret are used interchangeably in this paper. 

Extant protocols such as Diffie-Hellman key agreement 
[3] and ones using asymmetric cryptography that deal with 
secret establishment and exchange involve operations such 
as exponentiation and multiplication, which consume a lot 
of computational power, memory and energy. For example, 
on Palm V device 512-bit modulo exponentiation takes 
96.91 seconds [18]. Hence these solutions are not suitable 
for nodes that have limited resources. An exception is 
SPINS [16], which as discussed in Section VI, does not 
deal with secret maintenance. The contribution of this 
paper is to present “Whisper” , a protocol with the above 
mentioned properties. 

Overview of Whisper    Whisper limits its use of 
cryptographic constructs to one−way (pre-image resistant) 
hash functions, which can be computed efficiently. The 
SHA-1 hash function gives a throughput of 17,429 Bps for 
a message of size 2KB on Palm V [18]. The protocol is 
thus suitable for execution on resource constrained devices. 
To provide forward secrecy, we derive each session key 
from two distinct “key−parts”  known only to the two 
neighboring principals sharing the session key. To move to 
their next session, they chose their new key−parts, encrypt 
these new key−parts using their previous key−parts, and 
exchange the encrypted new key−parts in a predetermined 
order. To assure that compromise of the current key does 
not reveal the current key−parts, the function selected to 
compute the key from the two key−parts is one−way. (This 
approach may be contrasted to extant solutions that use 
long term keys to update session keys, under the 
assumption that long term keys are secure.)  

More precisely, secret maintenance in Whisper proceeds 
as follows. Let A and B be two neighboring principals that 
share a key. Principal A’s key−parts are stored in an array 
XA and those of principal B in YB. A and B know the two 
key−parts XA[i-1] and YB[i-1] of the key CAB[i-1] at the 
end of (i-1)th session of the protocol. To update the key, A 
sends a request to B which contains one key−part (XA[i]) 
for the new secret, obscured with XA[i-1] and authenticated 
using CAB[i-1]. B can retrieve XA[i] as it knows XA[i-1] 
and it can verify the authenticity of the message since it 
knows CAB[i-1]. B then responds by contributing the 
second key−part (YB[i]) for the new secret, obscured with 
YB[i-1] and authenticated using the new secret (CAB[i]) 
which it computes by using XA[i] and YB[i]. After 
receiving B’s reply, A can retrieve YB[i] as it knows YB[i-
1] and it can compute CAB[i], which it also uses to verify 
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the authenticity of the message. 
We summarize the protocol below. h is a one-way hash 

function. f is also a one-way function, which enables 
forward secrecy. Function rand returns a positive random 
integer. 

 
A   → B :    XA[i] + h (XA[i-1], B),  h (CAB[i-1], XA[i]) 
B   → A :    YB[i] + h (YB[i-1], A),  h (CAB[i], YB[i]) 
 

where  XA[i] = rand( )  ;   
    YB[i] = rand( )  ;   

CAB[i] = f (XA[i], YB[i]) 
 
For reason of space, we assume that the initial secrets 

are bootstrapped before hand. We discuss one way of 
bootstrapping the secrets in [13]. 

Organization of the paper     In Section II, we describe 
the network, intruder and fault model that we consider in 
this paper. In Section III, we give a brief introduction to 
the Abstract Protocol Notation (APN) [6] and recall 
definitions of security concepts. We formalize Whisper in 
APN in Section IV. In Section V, we mention security and 
fault-tolerance properties of Whisper. In Section VI, we 
discuss related work and make concluding remarks.  

II. SYSTEM MODEL 

A. Network Model 

The network consists of nodes that are small devices 
which communicate with each other and with a more 
powerful base station. In turn, the base station may be 
connected to an outside network. By design, nodes are 
inexpensive and have limited computational and 
communicational resources. Communication is radio based 
and is an energy-consuming function for these nodes. Each 
principal has a unique ID and shares a secret with the base 
station. For simplicity, we assume that each non-malicious 
node represents a unique principal.  

We model the broadcast radio-based communication by 
two channels between two principals: one is from A to B, 
and the other one is from B to A. Each message sent from 
A to B remains in the channel from A to B until it is 
eventually received by B or is lost. Messages that reside 
simultaneously in a channel form a set and so they are 
received or lost, one at a time, in any order and not 
necessarily in the same order in which they are sent. 

B. Intruder Model 

The intruder model assumed here is the one proposed by 
Dolev and Yao [4]. Informally, all the communication 
channels are accessible to an intruder for reading and 
writing. The intruder can also intercept the messages, store 
them in encrypted and decrypted form (in case it knows the 
keys), and construct messages using the stored and known 

values. An intruder can be a malicious node in the network 
and hence can engage in sessions with other neighboring 
nodes.  

The primitive data types that may occur in any message 
are IDs of the processes and keys. Compound fields are 
constructed by concatenation and hashing. The 
concatenation of fields X and Y is the field (X,Y). The 
hash of a field X is h(X). The sets of primitive data types 
and compound field are disjoint. Formally, the 
fundamental operations on a set S of message fields that 
are possible for an intruder are parts(S), analz(S) and 
synth(S) as defined by Paulson [14]. Briefly, parts(S) is the 
set of all the subfields of fields in the set S, including 
components of concatenations and the plaintext of 
encryptions (but not the secret keys). analz(S) is the subset 
of parts(S) consisting of only those subfields that are 
accessible to an intruder. These include components of 
concatenations and the plaintext of those encryptions 
where the secret key is in analz(S). Finally, synth(S) is the 
set of fields constructible from S by concatenation and 
encryption using fields and keys in S. We use the following 
two results from [14]:  

• The set transformers parts(S), analz(S), and 
synth(S) are closure operators  

• The fake(S) operator models an intruder 
fake(S) = synth(analz(S)) 

Let the actions of an intruder be called FW. We do not 
consider the jamming of radio signals in this paper. 
Modeling an intruder as a set of actions does not reduce the 
capabilities of an intruder. Note that, FW includes complex 
operations such as parts(S), analz(S), and synth(S). 

C. Fault Model 

In addition to the faults captured by the intruder model 
above, there are corruption faults that corrupt the values of 
variables in the volatile memory of a node. These faults 
result in garbage values in the corrupted variables. 

III. PROGRAMMING NOTATION AND CONCEPTS 

A. Abstract Protocol Notation Syntax 

In this section, we briefly recall APN. In this notation, 
each process in a protocol is defined by a set of constants, a ł
set of variables and a set of actions. Let A be a process in a 
protocol. The variables of process A can be read and 
updated by the actions of process A. Each �action� has a 
unique name and is of the form: 

 
�name� :: �guard� → �statement� 
 
The guard of an action of A has one of the following 

three forms: a boolean expression over the constants and 
variables of A, a receive guard of the form rcv �message� 
from B where B is another process, or a timeout guard that 



 

contains a boolean expression over the constants and 
variables of every process and the contents of the channels 
in the protocol. 

Executing an action consists of executing all the 
statements of this action atomically. Executing the actions 
of different processes in a protocol proceeds according to 
the following three rules. First, an action is executed only 
when its guard is true. Second, the actions in a protocol are 
executed one at a time. Third, an action whose guard is 
continuously true is executed eventually. 

The �statement� of an action of process A is a sequence 
of �skip�, �assignment�, �send�, �receive� or �selection� 
statements of the following forms: 

 
�skip�    : skip 
�assignment� : �variable in A� := �expression� 
�send�    : send �message� to B 
�receive�   : rcv �message� from B 
�selection�  : if �boolean expression� → �statement� 
          �  �boolean expression� → �statement� 
          fi 
 
The �send� statement puts a message in the channel 

between A and B. The �receive� statement removes a 
message from the channel between A and B. Note that, the 
receive statement does not authenticate the sender of the 
message.  

B. Semantics 

Let p be a protocol. A state of p is defined by a value for 
each variable of p, chosen from the predefined domain of 
the variable. A state predicate of p is a boolean expression 
over the variables of p. An action of p is enabled in a state 
iff its guard (state predicate) evaluates to true in that state. 

Let s and s′ be the two states of p. (s,s′) is called a state 
transition of p iff there exists an action �guard� → 
�statement� such that (s ∧ guard) holds and after executing 
statement s′ holds. <s1,s2,s3,…,sn-1,sn> is called a state 
sequence of a protocol p iff ∀i:1 � i � n-1: (si,si+1) is a state 
transition of p. A state sequence <s1,s2,s3,…,sn-1,sn> is 
called a computation of p iff s1 is a starting state of p. 

Let S be a state predicate of p. S is closed in p iff for 
each action (guard) → (statement) in p, executing 
statement starting from a state where (S ∧ guard) holds 
results in a state where S holds. S is an invariant of p iff S 
is true at all the initial states of p and S is closed in p. 

Let us partition the variables of p into C (for “critical”  
variables) and NC (for “non-critical”  variables); as these 
names suggest, the sequence of changes on the critical 
variables is material for correctness, the changes on the 
non-critical variables are not. In other words, SPEC, the 
specification that p satisfies, depends only on C. 

Let s be a state of p. Let v be a subset of the variables of 
p. s|v is a set of states of p with the same values for each 

variable in v. 

C. Definition of Security 

In this paper, we use the concepts of closure, 
convergence and protection [7] to explain and verify the 
security properties of interest. Let SPEC be a system 
specification describing the allowed computations of the 
system in the absence of any intruder and fault actions. 
Intuitively speaking, for a system to be secure, certain 
“critical system variables”  identified in SPEC must be 
protected; that is, modifications on these variables must be 
the same whether or not any intruder or fault actions occur. 
In other words, any mismatching state transition on the 
critical variables in the absence and the presence of an 
intruder or faults implies violation of the SPEC for that 
intruder and fault model.  

More specifically, given a protocol that satisfies SPEC, 
the states reached by the system in the absence of any 
intruder or fault actions satisfy an “ invariant”  state ł
predicate. Also, the states reached by the system in the 
presence of the intruder and fault actions satisfy a 
potentially weaker invariant, which we call the “ fault 
span” . Our approach to protection is to establish that for 
every state transition on critical variables in the fault span ł
states, the same state transition exists in the invariant 
states. 

Formally, let S be a closed state predicate of protocol p 
and F be a set of actions of an intruder. We say p is F-
secure for  SPEC in C from S iff there exists a state 
predicate T that satisfies the following conditions: 

• S is true at any of the initial states of p. 
• At any state where S is true, T is also true. (In 

other words, S � T) 
• Starting from any state where T is true, if any 

action in p or F is executed, the resulting state is 
also one where T is true. (In other words, T is 
closed in p and T is closed in F) 

• For any state t where T is true and any action of p 
or F that whose execution in that state changes the 
values assigned to one or more C variables, if 
there exists a state s in S such that t|C = s|C, then 
there exists an action of p which yields the same 
change of values to the C variables from s (the 
values of the NC variables may be different in the 
witness step). (In other words, the critical 
variables C are protected inside the state predicate 
T.) 

Should we wish liveness in the presence of an intruder, 
we add one more clause to the definition above 

• Starting from any state where T is true, every 
computation of p alone eventually reaches a state 
where S is true. 

Our work can be regarded as invariant based approach 
using forward search, in Meadows’  classification of formal ł



 

methods in cryptographic protocol analysis [12]. Our 
approach is related to that of Paulson’s [15] and Cohen’s 
[2].  The essential difference between our approach and 
theirs is that we limit the verification check of protection 
condition to the critical variables of the system. This 
definition has been used to prove the security of the PING 
protocol [8], Compaq’s Millicent and IBM’s 
Micropayments digital cash protocols, and Secure Socket 
Layer (SSL) protocol [11].   

IV. THE PROTOCOL IN ABSTRACT PROTOCOL NOTATION 

In this section, we formalize Whisper as outlined in 
Section I using Abstract Protocol Notation. Process A has 
arrays XA and XB for storing key−parts. Similarly process 
B has variables YA and YB. A’s key−parts are stored in XA 
in process A and in YA in process B. Similarly B’s 
key−parts are stored in XB in process A and in YB in 
process B. For optimization, processes A and B cache the 
computed secrets in arrays CAB and CBA. For all i ≥ 0, 
CAB[i] = f (XA[i], XB[i]) and CBA[i] = f (YA[i], YB[i]). 

 

 
Fig. 1. Whisper Protocol in Abstract Protocol Notation. 
 

process A  
inp CA : integer  
var  k, n, iA, hXA, tempXB, tempCAB : integer , { initially, iA = 1}  
  XA, XB, CAB : ar ray [integer ] of integer   { initially, XA[i]=XB[i]=CAB[i]= ⊥ for all i � iA}  
begin 
    A0 :: (XA[iA] = ⊥ ∧ XB[iA] = ⊥) → XA[iA] := rand( ); 
                             hXA := h(CAB[iA -1], XA[iA]); 
                      send m0(XA[iA] + h(XA[iA-1],B),hXA) to B 
�  A1 :: rcv m1(k,n) from B        →   tempXB := k - h(XB[iA-1],A); 
                        tempCAB := f(XA[iA], tempXB); 
                                 if(h(tempCAB,tempXB) = n) → XB[iA] := tempXB; 
                                                 CAB[iA] := tempCAB; 
                              iA := iA + 1 

�  (h(tempCAB,tempXB) ≠ n) → skip 
fi 

�  A2 :: timeout (XA[iA] ≠ ⊥ ∧ ch.A.B = � � ∧ ch.B.A = � �) → send m0(XA[iA] + h(XA[iA-1],B),hXA) to B 
end 
 
 
process B 
inp CB : integer  
var  k, n, iB, hYB, tempYA : integer , { initially, iB = 1}  
  YA, YB, CBA : ar ray [integer ] of integer  { initially, YA[0]=XA[0],YB[0]=XB[0], 

                     CAB[0]=CBA[0]=f(XA[0], XB[0]),YA[i]=YB[i]=CBA[i]= ⊥ for all i � iB}  
begin 
    B0 :: rcv m0(k,n) from A → tempYA := k – h(YA[iB-1],B); 
                              if(h(CBA[iB-1],tempYA) = n) → YA[iB] := tempYA; 
                                               YB[iB] := rand( ); 
                                                           CBA[iB] := f(YA[iB], YB[iB]); 
                                                hYB := h(YB[iB-1],A); 
                                                     send m1(YB[iB]+hYB,h(CBA[iB],YB[iB])) to A; 
                          iB := iB + 1  
                         �  (h(CBA[iB-1],tempYA) ≠ n) → tempYA := k – h(YA[iB-2],B); 
                                       if(h(CBA[iB-2], tempYA) = n) → 

                                                        send m1(YB[iB-1]+hYB,h(CBA[iB-1],YB[iB-1])) to A 
�  (h(CBA[iB-2], tempYA) ≠ n) → skip      

                          fi 
                      fi 
end 



 

V. SECURITY AND FAULT-TOLERANCE PROPERTIES 

A. Security Properties 

The assumption for this proof is, h is a pre-image 
resistant hash function, i.e. it is computationally infeasible 
to find any pre-image x such that h(x) = y when given any 
y for which a corresponding input is not known. 

Informally, the SPEC of Whisper (consisting of 
processes A and B) is that not only the values of XA[i], 
YB[i], CBA[i] and CAB[i] are kept secret but also an intruder 
cannot affect the values of YA[i] and XB[i]. The latter can 
be reduced to one which says that for all i, corresponding 
values of XA[i] in A and YA[i] in B, and XB[i] in A and 
YB[i] in B do match. 

Formally,  
SPEC � { CAB[i], CBA[i]}  � analz(M) = { }  
∧ ((XA[iA] ≠ ⊥ ∧ YA[iB] ≠ ⊥ ∧ iA = iB) � (XA[iA] = 
YA[iB])) 
∧ ((XB[iA] ≠ ⊥ ∧ YB[iB] ≠ ⊥ ∧ iA = iB) � (XB[iA] = 
YB[iB])) 
where M is the set of messages principals A, B exchange 
over the channels ch.A.B and ch.B.A. 

 
The critical variables C of Whisper are XA, XB, YA, YB, 

iA and iB. Recall that Whisper starts in a state where (iA = 
iB = 0 ∧ XA[iA] = YA[iB] ∧ XB[iA] = YB[iB]). Whisper is FW 
-secure for SPEC in C from S, where S � S0 ∨ S1∨ S2, 
S0 �  (XA[iA-1] = YA[iB-1]) ∧ (XB[iA-1] = YB[iB-1])  
∧ (XA[iA] ≠ ⊥) ∧ (YA[iB] = XB[iA] = YB[iB] = ⊥) 
∧ (iA = iB)  
∧ (ch.A.B =  
�m0(XA[iA]+h(XA[iA-1],B), h(CAB[iA-1], XA[iA]))�)  

∧ (ch.B.A = � �) 
 

 S1 � (XA[iA-1] = YA[iB-2]) ∧ (XB[iA-1] = YB[iB-2])  
∧  (XA[iA] = YA[iB-1]) ∧ (XB[iA] = ⊥) ∧ (YB[iB-1] ≠⊥) 
∧  (YA[iB] = YB[iB] = ⊥) 
∧  (iA = iB - 1)  
∧  (ch.B.A =  
�m1(YB[iB-1]+ h(YB[iB-2],A), h(CBA[iB-1], YB[iB-1]))�)  

∧  (ch.A.B = � �)  
 

 S2 � (XA[iA-1] = YA[iB-1]) ∧ (XB[iA-1] = YB[iB-1])  
∧  (XA[iA] = YA[iB] = XB[iA] = YB[iB] = ⊥) 
∧  (iA = iB)  
∧  (ch.A.B = � �)  
∧  (ch.B.A = � �) 

 
The last two conjuncts of SPEC hold at S. Intuitively 

speaking, since Whisper is FW -secure for SPEC in C from 
S, the same two conjuncts also hold in the presence of 
faults and intrusion. Hence Whisper continues to satisfy its 

SPEC in the presence of faults and intrusion. The complete 
formal proof appears in [13]. 

We recall the definitions of backward and forward 
secrecy [10]. Backward secrecy guarantees that a passive 
adversary who knows a contiguous subset of secrets cannot 
discover preceding secrets. Forward secrecy guarantees 
that a passive adversary who knows a contiguous subset of 
old secrets cannot discover subsequent secrets.  

Intuitively speaking, even if CAB[i] or the key−parts of 
CAB[i] are leaked, an intruder cannot get CAB[i-1] or  the 
key−parts of CAB[i-1] because function h is one-way. 
Hence, Whisper provides backward secrecy. Assuming 
function f is one-way, even if CAB[i] is leaked, an intruder 
cannot get CAB[i+1] or  the key−parts of CAB[i+1] because 
function h is one-way. Hence, Whisper provides forward 
secrecy if function f is one-way. Formal proofs of these 
properties appear in [13]. 

B. Fault-tolerance Properties 

Whisper has a property that, principals A and B are 
never out of synchronization by more than one session, as 
we prove in [13]. Hence it is sufficient for a principal to 
remember the secrets of at the most last two consecutive 
sessions. Hence the infinite arrays XA, XB, CAB in process 
A can be replaced by arrays with two values each and 
integer variable iA by single digit binary number. Similarly 
for variables YA, YB, CBA and iB of process B. 

Whisper is self-stabilizing to S with respect to arbitrary 
corruption of all variables of A and B, except for variables 
XA, YA, XB, YB, iA and iB, as we prove in [13]. Therefore 
Whisper is able to recover to its invariant S upon 
corruption of all variables of A and B, except for variables 
XA, YA, XB, YB, iA and iB, without compromising security. 
The corruptible variables can be kept in volatile memory of ł
a principal while all the other variables are kept in non-
volatile memory. 

VI.  RELATED WORK AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Secret agreement using asymmetric cryptography has a 
long history in the context of network protocols for 
telecommunication networks. Diffie-Hellman [3], RSA 
[17] and ElGamal [5] are prominent examples.  Other 
related work deals with secret agreement in mobile ad-hoc 
networks, such as Balfanz et al [1] and Hubaux et al [9]; 
these works also use asymmetric cryptography while we 
use the less expensive symmetric cryptography. A detailed 
survey of ad-hoc network related security protocols can be 
found in [19]. 

Perrig et al [16] recently proposed SPINS, which has 
two building blocks SNEP and µTesla. SNEP provides data 
confidentiality, two-party data authentication, and data 
freshness, and µTesla provides efficient broadcast 
authentication. SPINS does not deal with secret 
maintenance, and in this regard it can be used in 



 

combination with Whisper. SPINS does however provide –
just as we did– a way to bootstrap the initial secret between 
two neighboring nodes using a base station as a trusted 
agent. However, it does not deal with the denial-of-service 
attack of a malicious node sending spurious key request 
messages (a malicious node can forge a new request 
message in SPINS). Also, Whisper does not require real-
time synchronization in contrast to SPINS. 

In conclusion, secret agreement establishment and 
maintenance in a large-scale resource-constrained sensor 
has requirements that are not met by classical secret 
agreement protocols. To the best of our knowledge, 
Whisper is the first piece of work in which neighboring 
node-to-node local secret maintenance with the property of 
forward secrecy is achieved using session keys only. 
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